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Here’s a story… of some of the 
services and benefits you’ll enjoy 
when you join the International 
Society of Certified Employee 
Benefit Specialists. 

It’s not just a hunch—The Society is the premier community of benefits  
professionals. Join today and become part of the ISCEBS family.

Information Center
Let us research your questions and provide 
customized information on any benefits 
topic. This unlimited research request will 
save you and your organization valuable 
time and money.

Webcasts
Enjoy unlimited access to live and on-
demand webcasts! Get advice from leading 
industry experts, solutions without ads or 
commercial interruptions, access to handouts 
and additional resources on the topic and a 
30-minute Q&A with the presenter.

Benefits Quarterly
This highly respected journal offers 
comprehensive coverage of the latest 
trends and innovations in the industry. 
Gain in-depth knowledge of the vital issues 
facing you today, and learn new approaches 
and techniques for staying ahead in this 
constantly changing field.

Local Chapters
Build your professional network through 
local chapters across North America. The 
internet has made it easier to connect with 
others, but it can never replace face-to-
face interaction and networking. You never 
know who you’ll meet at a local event!

ISCEBS-Fellow
The ISCEBS Fellow exam, updated annually 
by the Wharton School of the University 
of Pennsylvania and Dalhousie University, 
provides a contemporary look at emerging 
issues, current trends and best practices 
that impact the benefits space.

Symposium
The Symposium is one of the largest 
gatherings of benefits professionals in 
North America. This 2½ day event provides 
attendees with insightful education. 
Cultivate the perfect blend of health care, 
retirement, general and Canadian benefits 
education sessions to meet your professional 
and personal development goals. 

Today’s Headlines
Receive a daily dose of top benefits news 
stories, carefully compiled from thousands 
of sources. Be the first to know new 
regulations, compliance requirements and 
the latest industry happenings without 
having to search for them.

Legal and Legislative Updates
Stay current on provincial and federal 
legislation in Canada and the United States. 
Updates are sent to members in Today’s 
Headlines and are also housed in the 
Legislative Scorecard and Legislative Tracker 
for easy reference and search capabilities.


